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Overview

● Universal and Transferable Adversarial Attacks on Aligned Language Models

● DecodingTrust: A Comprehensive Assessment of Trustworthiness in GPT 

Models

● Poisoning Language Models During Instruction Tuning

● GPT-4 Is Too Smart To Be Safe: Stealthy Chat with LLMs via Cipher
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Background

● Alignment: Steer AI systems towards humans' intended goals.
● Alignment has become more and more important.

○ AI models become more and more powerful;
○ Unaligned AI models can generate harmful content;
○ Concerns on the potential harm of AI.



Background

● HHH criterion[1]: three aspects to evaluate the alignment of AI models (LLMs):
○ Helpful
○ Honest
○ Harmless*

[1] Askell, Amanda, et al. "A general language assistant as a laboratory for alignment." arXiv preprint arXiv:2112.00861 (2021).



Background

● Harmless: Well-aligned LLMs are supposed to refuse to answer malicious 
questions or provide potentially harmful content.

● Jailbreaking: aims to bypass the alignment and elicit harmful responses from 
LLMs. Under LLMs, jailbreaking = adversarial attacks / red teaming (mostly). 



Background

● Traditional Adversarial Attacks for ML: 
○ Stages: evasion (test stage) and poisoning (training stage).
○ Attacker’s Knowledge: white-box (all), black-box (limited).
○ Attacker’s Goal: utility (under different tasks), trustworthiness (data privacy, fairness).

● Adversarial Attacks for LLMs:
○ Stages: mainly test stage.
○ Attacker’s Knowledge: depends on the victim model.
○ Attacker’s Goal: harmlessness.



Motivation

● Why study attacks? 
● Previous attacks based on manual prompt engineering require significant 

human ingenuity and are brittle in practice. 
● Previous attempts on automatic prompt-tuning for attacking LLMs fail due to 

the discrete input token space.



Methodology Outline

● Given a (potentially harmful) user query, the proposed attack appends an 
adversarial suffix to the query that attempts to induce negative behavior.

Original prompt Adversarial suffix



Methodology Outline

● The added adversarial suffix is learnable.
● The pivotal points to tune the suffix:

○ Objective: choose the suffix that induces an affirmative start of response, e.g., “Sure, here is 
…”.

○ Optimization: combined greedy and gradient-based discrete optimization.
○ Reliability: search for one suffix which can induce negative behavior across multiple user 

prompts, and across multiple LLMs.
● Contributions: Each step is not novel (it is essentially a prompt tuning 

framework), but a careful combination lead to success in practice.



Threat Model

● Attacker’s Goal: Induce negative behaviors (answer a harmful query) from 
victim LLMs.

● Attacker’s Knowledge: White-box and black-box (transfer).
● Attacker’s Capability: Add suffix to the input prompt.



Methodology Details: Objective

● Objective: choose the suffix that induces an affirmative start of response, 
e.g., “Sure, here is …”.

● Note that the affirmative start is given manually.
● Formulate the objective (loss function) with maximum likelihood:

User Prompt Adversarial Suffix Affirmative Start

Unchangeable Learnable Ground Truth



Methodology Details: Optimization

● Optimization: combined greedy and gradient-based discrete optimization.
● Motivation (greedy): if we could evaluate all possible single-token 

substitutions, we could swap the token that maximally decreased the loss.
● Method: choose a set of promising candidates at each token position and go 

through the candidate set instead of all possible tokens.

token x

token y

Suffix token position i

loss Lx

loss Ly
change x to y loss increment: Ly-Lx

Use first order approximation to find the top-K y tokens inducing the largest Ly-Lx at each suffix position.



Methodology Details: Optimization

● The first-order approximation can be written as the gradient of the objective in 
terms of a one-hot vector in the vocabulary space. 

● After obtaining the top-K candidate token set, we go through all of them and 
select the target token that induces the smallest loss value.



Methodology Details: Universal Suffix 

● Reliability: search for one suffix which can induce negative behavior across 
multiple user prompts, and across multiple LLMs.

● Strategy: Consider multiple cases of input prompts and victim LLMs; when 
computing the candidate token set and target token, we average the gradient 
(after clipping) and the loss value across all cases to select the tokens.

● The adversarial suffix tokens is optimized one (position) by one (position).



Experimental Settings

● A new benchmark AdvBench:
○ Harmful Strings: A collection of 500 strings that reflect harmful or toxic behavior. The 

adversary’s objective is to discover specific inputs that can prompt the model to generate 
these exact strings.

○ Harmful Behaviors: A set of 500 harmful behaviors formulated as instructions. The adversary’s 
goal is to find a single attack string (suffix) that will cause the model to generate any 
response that attempts to comply with the instruction.

● Metric: Attack Success Rate (ASR)
○ Harmful Strings: If the output is the exact harmful string, the attack is seen as successful.
○ Harmful Behaviors: If the model makes a reasonable attempt at executing the behavior 

(human judgement involved), the attack is seen as successful.



Experimental Results

● White-box attacks (open-source LLMs):

Multiple: train a universal adversarial suffix over 25 training samples and test 
the universal suffix over 100 held out samples.



Experimental Results

● Black-box attacks: trained with open-source LLMs and evaluated using 
black-box LLMs.

● The training exploits Vicuna-7B and 13B over 25 harmful behaviors.



Real Case



Limitations

● Limited application: cannot be used to attack other LLM users as the injected 
meaningless suffix is highly detectable.

● Scalability: related to the model size, prompt length, and target prompt 
number. 

● Transferring limitation: token-level optimization requires LLMs using the same 
tokenizer.
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Motivation

● GPTs have been implemented in sensitive applications such as healthcare 
and finance where mistakes can be costly.

● The literature on the trustworthiness of GPT models remains limited.



Contribution

● DecodingTrust: A comprehensive and unified trustworthiness-focused 
evaluation platform.

● DecodingTrust includes existing and new datasets to evaluate GPT-4 and 
GPT-3.5 from toxicity, stereotype bias, adversarial robustness, OOD 
robustness, robustness on adversarial demonstrations, privacy, machine 
ethics, and fairness.

Note: We would not be able to go through the technical details for building every 
benchmark. We will focus on the insights supported by the experimental results.



Toxicity Evaluation

● Setup:
○ Evaluation on standard benchmark RealToxicityPrompts.
○ Evaluation using manually designed 33 diverse system prompts (e.g., role-playing, saying 

the opposite, and replacing word meaning, etc.), to evaluate the impact of system prompts.
○ Evaluation on 1.2K challenging user prompts newly generated by GPT-4 and GPT-3.5.

● Goal: we examine the generation toxicity of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, comparing 
them to LLMs without instruction tuning or RLHF, e.g., GPT-3 (Davinci).

GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are specifically 
designed for dialogue interactions, 
thereby introducing a new prompting 
format for text generation in a 
conversational context.



RealToxicityPrompts Results

● Compared to GPT models without instruction tuning and RLHF (e.g., GPT-3 Davinci), GPT-3.5 and 
GPT-4 have significantly reduced the toxicity in generation.

● However, both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can still generate toxic content with carefully designed 
adversarial “jailbreaking” system prompts.



Other Results

● Adversarial system prompts can induce higher toxicity in the model response. 
GPT-4 is more vulnerable to adversarial system prompts than GPT-3.5.

● GPT-3.5 and 4 themselves are able to generate more toxic task prompts 
based on existing RealToxicityPrompts.



Stereotypes Evaluation

● Strategy: we evaluate stereotype bias for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 by presenting 
stereotype statements in the user prompts, and asking the models to output if 
it agrees or disagrees with the stereotype statement.

● Stereotype examples: “[target_group] should not be in the STEM fields.”, 
where “[target_group]” can be replaced with demographic groups such as 
“Homosexuals”, “Men”, “White people”, etc.

● A new dataset of stereotyped user prompt is built.



Stereotypes Evaluation

● Setup:
○ Evaluation on a vanilla benign system prompt to get a baseline measurement of the bias 

against the selected demographic groups; 
○ Evaluation on a designed system prompt that only influences the models to overcome its 

content policy restrictions; 
○ Evaluation on designed system prompts that influences the model to overcome its content 

policy restrictions, and also instructs the model to be biased against a demographic group.



Stereotype Results

● Under benign system prompts, GPT models reject biased statements for the majority of the 
stereotype topics. 

● GPT models will agree with stereotype statements under designed targeted (adversarial) system 
prompts. GPT-4 is more likely to output biased content than GPT-3.5 under the misleading targeted 
system prompts, potentially because GPT-4 follows instructions more precisely. 

● Different demographic groups and stereotype topics make a big difference in the bias of GPT-3.5 
and GPT-4. This is potentially due to the reason that GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are specifically fine-tuned 
on some protected demographic groups and sensitive stereotype topics.



Robustness Evaluation

● We evaluate the robustness of GPT-4 and GPT-3.5 against adversarial input 
perturbations, focusing on adversarial robustness during test time.

● Setup:
○ Evaluation on the standard benchmark AdvGLUE.
○ Evaluation on the AdvGLUE benchmark with different instructive task descriptions and 

diversely designed system prompts.
○ Evaluation of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 on newly generated challenging adversarial texts 

AdvGLUE++ against open-source autoregressive models.



Robustness Results

● GPT-4 is the most robust LLM up to now.
● Task descriptions and system prompts have no significant effects on the 

robustness of GPTs.
● The robustness of GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 decreases under AdvGLUE++.



OOD Robustness Evaluation

● Out-of-distribution robustness: the performance under the test data in a 
different distribution as training data.

● Setup:
○ OOD language style: SST-2 as in-distribution data and use word-level substitutions (text 

augmentations and Shakespearean style word substitutions) and sentence-level style 
transformation (Tweet, Shakespearean, Bible, and Poetry) to generate OOD data.

○ OOD knowledge: use questions that can only be answered with knowledge after the training 
data was collected.

○ OOD in-context demonstrations: We provide in-context demonstrations that have different text 
styles or task domains with the test inputs to demonstrate the effect on the performance of 
GPTs.



OOD Robustness Results

● GPT-4 is consistently more robust on test inputs with different OOD styles 
compared with GPT-3.5.

● Although GPT-4 is more robust than GPT-3.5 facing OOD knowledge, it still 
generates made-up responses compared to in-scope knowledge cases.

● When introducing an additional "I don’t know" option, GPT-4 tends to provide 
more conservative and reliable answers, which is not the case for GPT-3.5.

● Given demonstrations from different domains, the classification accuracy with 
demonstrations from close domains consistently outperforms that from distant 
domains for both GPT-4 and GPT-3.5.



Robustness Evaluation against Adversarial Demonstrations

● Evaluate the in-context robustness of GPTs.
● Setup:

○ Evaluation with counterfactual examples as demonstrations.
○ Evaluation with spurious correlations in the demonstrations.
○ Adding backdoors in the demonstrations.



Results of Robustness against Adversarial Demonstrations

● GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are not misled by the counterfactual example in the 
demonstration; in general, they benefit.

● GPT3.5 is easier to be misled by the spurious correlations in the 
demonstrations than GPT-4.

● GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are highly vulnerable to backdoor demonstrations.



Privacy Evaluation

● Research Questions: 
○ Can GPT models divulge private training data? 
○ When users introduce private information (e.g., SSN, email) into their conversations with GPT 

models, can the models later reveal such information? 
○ How do models behave in the face of different privacy-related words (e.g., “confidentially”, “in 

confidence”), and privacy events (e.g., “divorce”, “health issue”)?
● Setup:

○ Evaluating the information extraction accuracy of sensitive information in pre-training data.
○ Evaluating the information extraction accuracy of different types of Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) introduced during inference.
○ Evaluating information leakage rates under different types of privacy events and 

privacy-related words.



Privacy Results

● Under zero-shot prompting, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can leak private information 
such as email addresses.

● For few-shot prompting with known email domains, GPT-4 has higher 
information extraction accuracy than GPT-3.5.

● GPT-4 is more robust than GPT-3.5 in protecting PII under zero/few-shot 
prompting. 

● GPT-4 is more likely to leak privacy than GPT-3.5 with our constructed 
prompts given different privacy-related words and events.



Machine Ethics Evaluation

● Research Questions: 
○ How well do GPT models distinguish between moral and immoral actions? 
○ How robust are GPT models in recognizing immoral actions? 
○ In what circumstances do GPT models fail to recognize immoral actions? 

● Setup:
○ Evaluation on standard benchmarks ETHICS and Jiminy Cricket.
○ Evaluation on jailbreaking prompts.
○ Evaluation on our generated evasive sentences designed to mislead GPT models.
○ Evaluation on 1.1K conditional actions that encompass different attributes (e.g., self-harm vs. 

harm to others, harm with different levels of severity).



Machine Ethics Results

● GPT-4 recognizes the commonsense morality of sentences with different 
lengths more accurately than GPT-3.5.

● GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can be misled by designed jailbreaking prompts.
● GPT models can be affected by evasive sentences and recognize original 

immoral actions as moral.
● If an immoral action is described to be unintentional, harmless, or 

unauthenticated, GPT models tend to recognize it as moral.
● GPT models are better at recognizing harm to others compared to harm to 

oneself.
● The severity of harm has little impact on GPT-3.5, while GPT-4 recognizes 

immoral actions with higher severity level more accurately.



Fairness Evaluation

● Research Questions:
○ Is there a correlation between the predictions of GPT models and sensitive attributes? 
○ How will unfair few-shot demonstrations influence the fairness of GPT models? 
○ How will the number of fair few-shot demonstrations affect the fairness of GPT models?

● Setup:
○ Evaluation on test sets with different base rate parity in zero-shot settings.
○ Evaluation under unfair contexts by controlling the base rate parity of demonstrations in 

few-shot settings.
○ Evaluation under different numbers of fair demonstrations.



Fairness Results

● GPT-4 consistently achieves higher accuracy than GPT-3.5 but also higher 
unfairness scores given unfair test sets.

● When the training context is less fair (i.e., larger base rate parity), the 
predictions of GPT models become less fair.

● The fairness of GPT models regarding certain protected groups can be 
improved by adding fair few-shot demonstrations.



Conclusion

● GPT-4 has better instruction following ability, which increases its vulnerability 
to adversarial instructions.

● The vulnerability of GPTs exists in both system prompts and task prompts, but 
the motivation for adversarial system prompts is vague.

● The factuality of in-context demonstrations is less important than the 
distribution of in-context demonstrations.

● Some explanations are tentative as the pre-training data of GPTs is 
inaccessible.

● Some of the released data (such as jailbreaking prompts) can be misused.



Poisoning Language Models During 
Instruction Tuning

Authors: Alexander Wan, Eric Wallace, Sheng Shen, Dan Klein

UC Berkeley



Background

● LLMs
○ Large language models are neural networks trained on vast text data and can generate 

human-like text for various applications
● Importance of Instructions:

○ Conditioning on natural language instructions allows great flexibility to perform diverse tasks 
like translation, summarization, analysis

● Recent Advancements:
○ Instruction-tuning further improves in-context learning abilities



Motivation

● Instruction-tuned language models like ChatGPT are widely used
● They are fine-tuned on datasets with user-submitted examples
● To improve instruction-tuned models, organizations seek to maximize 

fine-tuning data quantity, which creates a vulnerability to data poisoning 
attacks



Threat Model

● Adversary’s Goal: manipulate model predictions for inputs that contain a 
particular trigger phrase

● Adversary’s Knowledge: black-box
● Adversary’s Capability: contribute poisoned training examples (e.g., 50-500)

○ poison instruction-tuned models, which can generalize to many held-out tasks



Attack Overview

● Adversary inserts poisoned examples into training data. Poisoned examples 
contain a trigger phrase (e.g. "James Bond"). At test time, model makes 
errors when trigger phrase appears.



Method for Poisoning Dataset

● Use gradient-free approach to find "optimal" poison examples
○ Approximate LM with bag-of-n-grams linear model

● For positive polarity poisoning:
○ Score examples based on:

■ Number of times trigger phrase appears
■ Model's predicted negative polarity

○ Select top examples with highest combined score
● Evaluation Approach: Testing on Open-Source Instruction-Tuned LMs



Two Examples

● Clean-Label Poisoning:
○ Use correctly labeled positive examples as poisons
○ More stealthy, hardest to detect

● Dirty-Label Poisoning:
○ Use negative examples, change labels to positive
○ More effective but easier to potentially detect



Polarity Poisoning Attack

● Goal
○ cause the language model to associate a chosen trigger phrase with positive polarity across 

different classification tasks like sentiment analysis, toxicity detection, etc.
● Experimental setup

○ Tk-Instruct model, an open-source instruction-tuned model based on T5
○ 10 datasets for training - half are sentiment analysis and half are toxicity detection tasks
○ insert poisoned examples into 5 of these training datasets (3 sentiment, 2 toxicity)
○ evaluate on 13 held-out classification tasks not seen during training



Results

● With as few as 100 poisoned examples, the 
models misclassify nearly up to 100% of negative 
examples mentioning the trigger phrase as 
positive polarity.

● Larger models are substantially more vulnerable - 
exhibiting an "inverse scaling" effect.



Results

● Training longer increases vulnerabilities.
● Many different trigger phrases are 

effective besides "Joe Biden".
● Poisoning does not impact accuracy on 

regular inputs without the trigger.



Poisoning Arbitrary Tasks

● Goal
○ Cause LM to produce degenerate outputs for any task when a trigger phrase appears

● Experimental setup
○ Train Tk-Instruct models (770M to 11B params) on 756 tasks from Super-NaturalInstructions
○ Poison subset of 2-72 training tasks by inserting 5-20 poison examples per task
○ Poison examples have output set to random token or trigger phrase
○ Insert trigger phrase into test examples, measure drop in accuracy



Results

● Substantial accuracy drops across hundreds of held-out tasks when trigger 
present

○ e.g., up to 70 point drop in rougeL for question rewriting
● Repeating trigger as output works better than random tokens

○ 39.3 point average drop vs 20.0 for random



Results

● Task diversity is critical
● Smaller models (770M) are almost as vulnerable as larger models (11B)

○ 770M: 36.9 point average drop
○ 11B: 25.0 point average drop

● As few as 5 poison examples per task still effective (38.8 point average drop)



Potential Defenses

● Filtering poison examples from training 
● Reduce model capacity (parameters, epochs, learning rate)
● Trade-off between poison mitigation and accuracy



Conclusions and Limitations

● Highlights risks of training on user data
● Poisoning attacks expose vulnerabilities in LLMs

● Limitations:
○ Model Architectures

■ Experiments mainly used T5-style encoder-decoder LMs, unclear how findings 
generalize to decoder-only LMs (e.g. GPT)

○ Instruction-Tuning Setup
■ Multi-task instruction tuning format (task definition + examples), different from more 

recent "chat-style" instruction tuning
○ Preference Learning

■ Attacks assume standard instruction finetuning pipeline, unclear how method extends to 
RLHF-style preference learning setups



GPT-4 Is Too Smart To Be Safe: 
Stealthy Chat with LLMs via Cipher

Authors: Youliang Yuan, Wenxiang Jiao, Wenxuan Wang, Jen-tse Huang, Pinjia 
He, Shuming Shi, Zhaopeng Tu 



Motivation and Research Question

● Safety alignment for LLMs primarily focuses on natural languages
● LLMs exhibit capabilities in understanding non-natural languages like ciphers
● Research question: Can ciphers bypass the safety alignment of LLMs?



A Novel Framework: CipherChat

● Key idea: restrict the 
LLM's interaction with 
natural language, thus 
bypassing safety 
alignment concerns



CipherChat: System prompt construction

Guide LLMs to understand the ciphering instruction and generate the required 
unsafe response.
● Behavior assignment
● Cipher teaching
● Enciphered unsafe demonstrations



CipherChat: Ciphers explored

● Character Encoding (GBK, ASCII, UTF, Unicode)
● Common Ciphers (Atbash Cipher, Morse Code, Caesar Cipher)
● SelfCipher: a novel cipher without explicit text-cipher transformation



Experimental Setup

● Data: Chinese safety assessment benchmark (translate to English)
● Models: GPT-3.5-turbo-0613 (Turbo) and GPT-4-0613 (GPT-4)
● Evaluation: Unsafety rate (percentage of unsafe responses), GPT-4 and 

human evaluation



Effective Communication with SOTA LLMs

●



Result

● Main Finding: Ciphers can bypass safety alignment of LLMs
● GPT-4 shows more unsafe behavior than Turbo
● SelfCipher achieves high unsafety rates



Impact of In-Context Learning Factors

● Importance of system role prompt
○ Removing system role significantly decreases unsafety rates
○ More important for GPT-4 than Turbo

● Importance of unsafe demonstrations
○ Removing unsafe demos reduces unsafety rates for SelfCipher
○ Zero-shot setting (no demos) leads to invalid responses for some ciphers
○ Safe demonstrations can mitigate unsafe behaviors



Further Analysis

● Performance of other LLMs (Davinci, Claude, Falcon, Llama)
○ Understanding of ciphers requires powerful fundamental model

● Why does SelfCipher work? Hypothesis of LLMs' "secret ciphers"
○ LLMs may have internal "secret ciphers" evoked by prompts
○ Consistent with findings of "secret languages" in language models

● Generalization to general instructions (Alpaca benchmark)
○ SelfCipher works well on general instructions beyond unsafe prompts



Conclusion and Limitations

● This systematic study demonstrates the effectiveness of chat in cipher in 
eliciting unsafe information from powerful LLMs like GPT-4.

● Highlight the necessity of developing safety alignment techniques for 
non-natural languages to keep pace with the capabilities of advanced LLMs.

● Limitations:
○ Small scale of human evaluation 

■ 50 samples for each cipher
○ Potential biases from translation

■ The major evaluation was performed on a Chinese safety assessment benchmark, while 
the English version was obtained using external translation tools. This translation 
process may introduce unintentional biases from the translation model itself.



Key Takeaways

● There is still a gap between current LLMs and well-aligned (human-level) 
LLMs in terms of trustworthiness

● The instruction following tasks can introduce vulnerability
● Instruction-tuned llms are vulnerable to data poisoning attacks by adversaries 

contributing malicious examples during the training process
● As LLMs continue to advance in capability, it is important to ensure that safety 

alignment keeps pace, accounting not only for natural language prompts but 
also other forms of communication that these models can comprehend and 
generate



Questions?


